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The effect of a variable electric field on the rotational and vibrational-rotational states of diatomic
molecules is investigated under the assumption that the frequency of the field greatly exceeds the
frequency of molecular rotation. In this case the variable potential can be approximately replaced by
a constant effective potential, which is the analog of the Kapitza potential in the classical mechanics.
The quasienergy spectrum of the molecule is calculated and the possibility of its experimental
determination is discussed.

The static Stark effect in molecules has been well
investigated for both weak[I,2] and strong(3-5] electric
fields. The dynamical Stark effect in molecules was
investigated by Autler and Townes [6] for fields whose
frequencies were substantially smaller than the rotational frequency of the molecule. Examination of the
dynamical Stark effect in the infrared region is of interest in connection with the numerous investigations
in recent years which have been devoted to the effects
of laser radiation on molecules. The effect of a variable
electric field on the rotational and vibrational states of
a diatomic molecule is investigated in the present
article under the assumption that the frequency of the
field is of the same order as the molecule's vibrational
frequency and considerably exceeds the rotational frequency of the molecule. This assumption is well satisfied, for example, in the case of diatomic molecules
which are exposed to the radiation from a CO 2 laser.
The large difference between the frequency of the
field and the rotational frequency of the molecule allows
us to use the basic idea of Kapitza's method, [7-9] namely,
to replace the variable external field by a certain effecti ve potential. The energy leve Is, which are obtained upon solving the Schrodinger equation with such
an effective potential, undergo an additional "vibrating"
motion, i.e., they undergo small-amplitude, highfrequency (the frequency of the field) displacements
about some average position.
The behavior of a rigid rotator in an alternating
electric field is investigated in the first part of the
article; in the second part the treatment also takes
vibrations into account under the assumption that the
frequency of the external field is not in resonance with
the vibrational frequency of the molecule. The concept
of quasienergy , which was first introduced in the
articles by Zel'dovich [10] and Hitus [11] and which is discussed in detail in the review article by Zel'dovich, [12]
turns out to be extremely useful for investigation of the
vibrating rotator.

and 8 is the angle between the direction of the field and
the axis of the molecule. If the frequency of the external field is appreciably greater than the characteristic rotational frequencies of the molecule, then in the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) the terms naturally divide into
"fast" and "slow" parts (V o cos wt cos I:! and Hr).
From physical considerations (and in analogy with
the adiabatic approximation) one can anticipate that the
wave function will have the form of the product of a
rapidly oscillating function times a function slowly varying in time. One can determine the rapidly oscillating
part by considering Eq. (1) without the slowly varying
terms, i.e., without the rotational Hamiltonian Hr' We
shall seek then the wave function in the following form:
U

'¥(e,ljl,t)~exp(-i-Q Sinwtcaso) '1',(ll,ljl,t),
flw

where, by assumption, wr(8, cp, t) is a function slowly
varying in time. Substituting (3) into Eq. (1), we obtain
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Averaging over a small time interval (of the order of
21T/W) and assuming that wr and ilwr/8t essentially do
not change during this time interval, we obtain
a'I'
(H.+Vefr) ,¥,~il1-.-',
dt

(4)

Veff ~hcB,Uo' sin' 8/2ft'",'.

(5)

where

As is well known, if the potential is a periodic function of the time, the eacct solution of the differential
equation (1) can be written in the form (see [13])
'¥(t)~A(t) exp (-il1efft/h)'¥(O),

where the operator

1. THE RIGID ROTATOR

(3)

A(t) is

periodic:

A '(t+2rr/(u) ~A (t),

The equation describing the rotation of a diatomic
molecule with dipole moment !lo in the presence of a
variable electric field E cos wt has the form
a'¥

(H,-V, cas wt cos 6) 'I' ~i!l iii:" ,

1
a
a
1
f)' )
( -- ,- s i n O - + - - - ,

and Heff is a time-independent operator. In the approximation we are using, these operators are given by
(1)

~

A(t)~exp

(V,
-i-.-sin(,)tcasO ),
It",

,

(6)

as
as sin' e a'll'
where Hr is the operator describing the free rotation
of a rigid rotator with rotational constant Be, V 0 = !loE,

The more rigorous derivation, which is given in the
Appendix, shows that expression (6) for the operator
A(t) characterizing the fast periodic oscillations is correct to terms of order Vo/hW, but the expression for
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Heff is correct up to and including terms of order
(U o/nw)2. Thus, it makes sense to only consider the
effective potential Heff in first-order perturbation
theory. It is easy to see that the effective potential (5)
agrees with the potential obtained from Kapitza's
method. [7-9]1) The derivation of Eq. (4) given above and
the derivation given in the Appendix justify the use of
this method in quantum mechanics and indicate the
limits of its validtty.
Equation (4) has stationary solutions of the form
-vr = exp(- iErt/h) x Xr(l} , cp), where Er and Xr(6, cp) are
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the operator Heff'
Finally we obtain the result that the solution of Eq. (1)
has the form

Then Eq. (10) takes the form
1 d'
1
]
a'If
[ -?"-d., +---Iz'w,'y'-Uocos wl-/ycos wi '¥=ilz-.
_

We then obtain the following equation for the function
1 d'
1
] ai¥
[ ---+--Iz'w'y'-Iycoswt '¥=in2 dy'
2
0
Dt .

where En is the quasienergy,
en=e,;" +L'.e=lzw, (n+'/,) +f'/!,h' (Ul'--W,'),
<jln(Y, t)=cDn(y-acos8) cXJl (-ibeos'O),

(8)

2. THE VIBRATING ROTATORS
The Schrodinger equation for a diatomic molecule in
the presence of an electric field E cos wt has the following form (we neglect the vibrational-rotational interaction and the anharmonicity of the vibrations):
[H,+JJ,-f-\(x)E cos wtcos
H,= -

d'

a'¥

Jt

b=

.-./::..''_si_n_'2_w___t_
h'",(w'-wo'j'

Let us represent the solution of Eq. (11) in the following
form:
U,
)
(ie~O) t )
'¥ht(y,t)=exp ( -i-sinwlcos8 exp - - - <jln(y,t).

Iz

f{(u

L'.e/llw~1.

is satisfied. Then the quantity exp(- i~Et/h) is a slowly
varying function of the time in comparison with -Vhf'
It is obvious that the function -Vhf satisfies the equation
a'¥hf
(H,.-U cos wt-t.e) 'l'hf=ilza-t -.

We seek the solution of Eq. (9) in the following
"adiabatic" form:
(13)
where -vr is the rotational function, which varies slowly
with the time. Substituting (13) into (9), multiplying by
-Vhf from the left, and integrating over y, we obtain the
equation

O]'Ir~ift_;

1

/, cos wi
Ii'(w,'-w') ,

We assume that the inequality

Thus, under the influence of the effective potential there
is a splitting of the rotational levels with respect to the
magnetic quantum number M, but the magnitudes of
these splittings are described by a formula which is
not the same as the formula for the static Stark effect.
It should, however, be understood that the resulting
leve Is are not stationary leve Is, but corre spond to quasienergy levels.

n'

is the n-th Hermite polynomial,
a

""::"=B,J(/+1)+ B, U,' 21'+2/-2+2M'.
he
2 n'w' (21+3) (2/-1)

(12)

-qr'n(y, t)=exp (-ie"t/Iz)<jln(Y, I),

~n

BeU~/h2w2:

¥:

This equation admits an exact solution which can be represented in the following form: [15,16]

sinwtcosO )X,(8,<jl).

The function (7) describes the state with quasienergy Er and Bloch amplitude u. With the aid of perturbation theory we obtain the following expression for
Er , which is correct up to and including terms of order

(11)

'¥ (y, t) =cxp (-iU, sin Wt/nUl) \jJ (y, t)_

where u(e, cp, t) is a periodic function of the time:

uco, <jl,t) =exp ( -i ~:

at

2

Let us make the following substitution:

(7)

'¥ (0, <jl, t) =exp (-ie,t/ll) u (0, <jl, t),

y-

D'¥.
[ (H,HL'.e(8) ]'¥.(8,<jl,I)=in-,

(9)

at

2,; dx' + 2 kx',

(II,>=

where Hr is determined by formula (2), iJ.(x) is the
dipole moment of the molecule, m is the reduced mass
of the diatomic molecule, k is the force constant, and
x denotes the displacement of the nuclei from their
equilibrium positions. We expand iJ. (x) in a series in
powers of x and confine our attention to the first two
terms:

S'¥h/H.'¥hfdy.

Taking the explicit dependence of -Vhf on e into account
and averaging over a small time interval, just as was
done in the case of the rigid rotator, we obtain
[H,+Veff+e(8) ] '¥,=ili

ii'¥.

at ,

where

In analogy with the case of the rigid rotator, let us first
attempt to extract the rapidly oscillating part of the
wave function. Therefore, we first consider the
Schrodinger equation without the rotational terms:
a'¥
[H,-f-\(x)E cos ullcos O]'¥=in-.

al

Let us introduce the variable
y=xm'h/ll

(10)

Because of the assumption made above concerning the
smallness of f2/n 2(w 2 - w~), we shall neglect the quantity B in what follows. Then, representing ~dO) in the
form
L'.£(O) =

and we also introduce the following notation:
w,'=k/m, U=U, cos O=f-\oE cos 0, /=/, cos O=f-\x'EIz cos 8/m'h.
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4Tl'(w'-wo')

(i-sin'e),

we obtain
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D'I',
(H,+U eff+~eo) 'I',=iIi Tt ;
Ueff= (heB,A" -

. 10' .
41t'(w'-w,,')

) sin' 0,

(14)

10'
~eo = 4Ii'(hl'-wo')
Except for the constant <lEo, Eq. (14) has the same
form as the rotation equation (4) for the rigid rotator.
Therefore
'I',=exp (-ie,tlli)x,(8, <jl),

(15)

~=B 1(1+1)+[B A _
he'

'n

10'

]

Idl'he(",'-wo')

21'+2J-2+2M' +~
(2J+3) (2/-1)
he

Finally we obtain the result that the solution of Eq. (11)
has the form
lI'=exp[ _i(£n'o, +e,) tIIiJu(y, 8, <jl, t),

where
u=cxp

(-i~e(8)tlh)'I'hl(Y'

8, t)x,.(8, <jl),

and E~o, + Er is the quasienergy of the system under consideration,

presence of a weak electromagnetic field is discussed
in detail in the review article by Zel'dovich.[12] One can
briefly state the basic results in the following way.
Light of frequency v = (E I - E 2 )fi +fl.wp, where p is an
integer, is absorbed or emitted during the transition
between the two quasienergy states EI and fc 2 • The intensity of the individual components is determined by the
coefficients in the expansion of the wave function for
the quasienergy state in a Fourier series. Hence, it
follows in particular that splitting of the usual vibrational-rotational bands will be observed in the absorption or emissinn spectra for a diatomic molecule in
a variable electric field. The splitting is determined
by formulas (8) and (15) and can be observed by the
methods of microwave or infrared spectroscopy. The
magnitude of this splitting can be used, for example,
to accurately determine the field intensity in the laser
beam.
The authors express their sincere gratitude to
Professor M. O. Bulanin and Professor E. D. Trifonov
for their interest in this work and for helpful discussions.

APPENDIX

3, ESTIMATES
In all of the estimates cited below we shall assume
that the molecule is interacting with the radiation from
a CO 2 laser, having a frequency w "" 19 X 1013 Hz and
creating an electric field intensity of 10 6 V Icm,
First let us consider a rigid rotator in the field produced by such a laser, In this connection the splitting
of the rotational quasienergy levels is determined by
the constant BeU2/2fi2w2. For the HCl molecule we obtain (j-Lo = 1.09 D;Be = 10,6 cm- I )
B,Uoz/21i'w'~O.3

cm -1,

and for the CO molecule we obtain
Be = 1.93 cm- I )

(j-Lo

= 0,12

D,

B.Uo'121i2w'~O.0001 cm -1.

With the vibrations taken into account, we obtain the
following result for the HCl molecule (v o = wo/27TC
= 2988 cm-t, J-L' = 0.949 D/A):
A n =OOJ+O.06 [ -1 (
16

n'2'1,'
I,]

In Kapitza's articles it was established that the effect
of a rapidly varying force field on a classical particle
can be approximately reduced to a certain time-independent pseudopotential (see (7-9]). Let us indicate how
the introduction of the Kapitsa pseudopotential into
quantum-mechanical problems can be justified.
We consider the Schrodinger equation for a system
in a field which harmonically depends on the time:
d'l'
[Ho(r)+AV(r)eos wtj'I'=iIl Di .

(A.1)

We shall be interested in the particular solution of
this equation which arises from the eigenfunction ifJ~Ol
for the n-th level of the operator Ho upon adiabatically
switching on the external field. We shall assume that
either the initial energy level E~o, of the operator Ho
is nondegenerate or else the unperturbed eigenfunctions
>¥~~ of the degenerate level are not mixed by the perbation:

1) - 1 -n+-

41z' (w'-wo ') he

2

2

0.02 cm- I

,

Therefore, the magnitude of the splitting for the lowest
vibrational leve Is is of the order of 0,1 cm -I, For the
CO molecule (v o = 2168 cm-t, J-L' = - 3.07 D/A) we find

As is well known, the following expression is obtained
for the wave function in first order perturbation
theory: (17)
'V (r, t) "~C ljf n'o, cxp (_iE,~o, I) lit

1 (
1)
1
n'l, ]
A,,=O.00006+0,1 [ -i6 n+ 2 --2-- 2'1, '

(A.2)

+

and the splitting of the rotational levels is on the order
of 0.2 cm- I •

<'I' ,o'!V! 'I'
k

,0, >
n

E(Ol~E(II)+fl(j)
H

e-iO']}+O(A') •

II

The splitting of the rotational levels of the quasienergy, which has been considered in the present article,
can be observed, for example, by investigating the
absorption or emission spectra of a diatomic molecule
in the presence of a laser field. The question of the
emission and absorption by the quasienergy states in the

Now let us assume that for all levels for which the
matrix element of the perturbation operator
Vkn == (",~lIVI"'~'> is noticeably different from zero,
the frequency of the external field is very much greater
than the transition frequency wkn = IE~' - EAoll/h:
w» wkn if Vkn f O. Then, in the denominators appearinfo in formula (A.2) one can neglect the quantities
EnOl - E~' in comparison with hW, and the effective
parameter characteriZing the smallness of the perturbation theory will be the ratio Ajw.
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Now let us demonstrate that, under the assumption
which has been made concerning the frequency of the
external field, its influence can be calculated to within
terms of order A2/W2 inclusively by introducing the
static pseudopotential. In order to prove this, we make
the following substitution in Eq. (A.1):

Ijf~cxp (~i

}..V sinwt)f(r,t).
nw

we obtain the well known expression for the Kapitza
pseudopotential:
1
dU 2
Veff=-(}..-)
.
4mw 2
dx

For the rigid rotator we obtain an expression which
corresponds to the effective potential cited in the main
text of this article (see formula (4):
hcB,Uo'}..' . ,

The function f(r, t) is the solution of the equation

Veff

=

2n'OJ'

sm O.

iJf
Rf=iniJI:'

where

n~cxp (i ,y sin wt )Ho exp I~i
h,u

}..V sin wt)
hw

=lIo+i~[ V,Holsin wt
nw

1
}..'
( }..' )
~2 (nw),[V,[V,Hollsin'wt+O -;;;-; .
T~ eliminate the term of order A/W in the Hamiltonian H, we make an additional substitution:

}..'eoswt
}
/=exjJ { i~ (i[V,lIoD g(r,t).

Correct to terms of order A 2/W2 inclusively, the equation for the function g takes the form
ag

{

1}'"

ih-= llo~--- [V, [V,IlolJsin'wt
dt
2 (nw)'
)'

~ (h~)' [Ho,
= {flo

1 1,'
4 (/zw)'

~---[ V,

(A.3)

}..'

[V, Holleos wt+O (

w') }g(r, t)
1
4

}..'
(nw)-

[V, Holl+--., [V, (V, HoJ]-cos 2wt

)..

}..'

~ ... -~. [IJ o[ V, Hollcos wt+O (.....,..)} g(r, t).
(IzOJ)-

OJ'

Considering the variable terms in the last part of Eq.
(A.3) as a perturbation, in accordance with Eq. (A.2) we
find that the corrections to the function g(r, t) induced
by them will be of order A3/W 3 and, therefore, they do
not need to be considered in the assumed approximation.
Let uS state the final result: The wave function of
the system is given by
).. V
) Cxp {}..'
cos wt
} g(r,t)+O( ,} ) , (A.4 )
'l'=e.\p ( i-siuOJt
i-.~.-UrV,IIoj)
Ilw

Iru/

(j}3

where g is the solution of the Schrodinger equation with
the time-independent Hamiltonian
Ileff=1Io

1

}..'

~---"

4 (nOJ)'

[)Kapitza's method was used in quantum mechanics in the article by
Popov, Kuznetsov, and Perelomov [[4J.

[V, [V,IIol]'

(A.5)

This, the evolution of the system in a rapidly varying
field consists of a slow motion (related to the variation
of the function g(r, t)), on which is imposed a rapid
"vibration," described by the exponential factors in
Eq. (A.4). This is completely analogous to the corresponding classical result. In the one-dimensional
case, when
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